As you watch the Andy Thompson video, you will observe a number of Caretaker, Household Member, Perpetrator as well as Family Environment factors. Under the risk factors shown below, take note of those risks you observe. There is a space provided at the bottom of the handout for other thoughts/considerations.

**FACTOR 5: AGE, PHYSICAL, INTELLECTUAL OR EMOTIONAL STATUS**

**FACTOR 6: COOPERATION**

**FACTOR 7: PARENTING SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE**

**FACTOR 8: ALCOHOL/SUBSTANCE ABUSE**

**FACTOR 9: ACCESS TO CHILDREN**

**FACTOR 10: PRIOR ABUSE/NEGLECT**
FACTOR 11: RELATIONSHIP WITH CHILDREN

FACTOR 12: FAMILY VIOLENCE

FACTOR 13: CONDITION OF THE HOME

FACTOR 14: FAMILY SUPPORTS

FACTOR 15: STRESSORS

Additional comments, notes or questions: